Technology vs. Biology

Increasing storage capacity of a same size disk

- **Blu-ray Disc**
  - 50 GB
- **DVD**
  - 8.7 GB
- **CD**
  - 0.7 GB

Increasing capacity of life in a fixed size earth

- **Dinosaur**
  - 230 million to 65 million years ago
  - 30m / 80000 kg
- **Mammoth**
  - 4.8 million to 4,500 years ago
  - 5m / 8 tons
- **Man**
  - Not yet extinct
  - 1.75m / 80 kg

Like technology, biology also had exponential growth in evolution of species. With different DNA codes leading to different types of species, lifeforms are also analogous to operating systems and computer software. Unfit lifeforms become extinct and existing lifeforms continuously evolve to their next versions, with slight modifications in their DNA codes.

DOS ´→ Windows ´→ Windows 95 ´→ 98 ´→ ME ´→ XP ´→ Vista ´→ 7
DR DOS = ´→ extinct
Mac OS, Unix, Linux = ´→ variation and evolution of OS
Various word processors / some are extinct
Graphics software of various capacities for different needs ... and their evolved versions ...

and many more